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The book under review, authored by an ex President of Association for Business

Communication, Kitty O Locker and another very prolific business communication writer
Stephen Kyo Kaczmarek, reinforces the essential skills of effective business
communication. It is a practical book of communication techniques that will bolster the
repertoire of any person desirous to hone the communication skills. Using an innovative
modular approach, the book effectively integrates theory with practical techniques to
enhance skills for good business communication. The book is divided into the following
seven units comprising 30 skill centred modules, encompassing every area of business
communication:
Unit I Building Blocks for Effective Messages.
Unit II Creating Goodwill
Unit III Letters, Memos, E-Mail Messages and Web Writing
Unit IV Polishing Your Writing
Unit V Interpersonal Communication
Unit VI Research, Reports and Visuals
Unit VII Job Hunting

These modules can be learnt in any sequence affording flexibility to the readers.
Each module opens with specific objectives that concisely convey the important concepts
elucidated in the module. The module questions map the topics and each of these
questions is then addressed thoroughly covering the entire topic and teaches real world
skills important in business.

Quoting training specialist Brad Humphrey and the renowned career counsellor
Andrew Posner, the authors have highlighted the vitality of communication skills in the
first unit. In the second module of the same unit, Locker and Kaczmarek emphasize that
understanding the audience is fundamental to the success of any message. Analyzing the
audience, the message’s strategy, organization and style is to be adapted to meet their
needs. This unit also offers various guidelines for designing paper pages, presentations
and web pages.

The second unit stresses upon building essential goodwill by bringing in “You-
attitude” in one’s style of communication, understanding another’s point of view and
hence empathizing the audience.

The third unit introduces the concept of business writing the courtesy titles to be
used, block and modified format of letter writing, memo writing, organizing informative
and positive messages, effective ways to respond to complaints and techniques to make
messages persuasive. This unit also throws light on using good business writing skills for
writing for the web, e-mail writing and netiquette rules to be followed.

The modules in the fourth unit gather advice about grammar, punctuation, words,
sentence and paragraph revision making use of standard proofreading symbols.



The fifth unit introduces the concept of collaborative writing. Writers producing a
joint document need to pay attention not only to the basic steps in writing process but
also to the process of group formation and conflict resolution. This unit also focuses on
decision-making strategies that work well in meetings.

The sixth unit offers guidelines regarding analyzing and documentation of
information, and report writing. It also provided readers with keys to delivering an
effective presentation.

The last unit acquaints readers with requisite facts one needs to know before job
hunting, as how to encourage the employer to pay attention to your resume, writing a job
application letter etc. It also equips the readers with various interview strategies.

In addition to creating a flexible and innovative text, the authors have
endeavoured to simplify the instructor’s job by providing a wealth of supplementary
materials. For instance, the ‘Site to See’ boxes invite students to cyberspace for more
intensive reading on various topics. The ‘FYI (For Your Information)’ sidebars in each
module include fun factoids such as ‘The errors that even the spell checker won’t check’,
and ‘How the students are paid to study on company time’.
Another salient feature which the book offers is building a critical skill section in each
module which includes topics like leading by listening, dealing with discrimination,
negotiating salary and benefits etc. Building a critical skill boxes explain 30 skills
necessary for achieving success at workplace. The instant replay sidebars in the margins
of each module reinforce and recapitulate the key concepts discussed earlier in the
module. They present such content as ‘Responding to Criticism’. Polishing Your Prose
exercises which conclude each module provide readers with many practice assignments
so that they can evaluate how well they have comprehended the topic.

On the whole, the authors have presented the readers with a valuable and practical
guide that offers a comprehensive overview on how to communicate effectively for every
business situation from sensitive feedback to employees, to persuasive communication
for customers, offers advice for improving business writing skills, and one-to-one
dealings with others–thus grasping both the theory and reality of business communication
outside the academic domain as well.


